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The social and political system of the former 
Yugoslavia1 developed from the early 1950s under 
the slogan “the Yugoslav path to socialism”; from 
1952, it was defined by the idea of social self-man-
agement, based on the concept of social ownership, 
as distinct from that of the state, as proclaimed in 
the USSR and other countries of the rigid social-
ist bloc. This system was decentralised, and to an 
extent flexible, and permitted certain elements of 
the market economy, and was economically more 
effective, more democratic and more suitable for 
the development of the standard of living and of 
civil freedoms than the other political constitutions 
behind the Iron Curtain that were based on a statist 
and centrally planned economy with rigid control. 
Of course, not even in Yugoslavia at that time could 
any liberal free-market model of the economy be set 
up; nevertheless, not a single other socialist country 
ever developed a more modern or freer (provision-
ally speaking) market-oriented system of economic 
management, a kind of hybrid that reached its 
peak at the beginning of the 50s. It was a position 
that enabled a certain distance to be made from 
true socialism and yet prevented any immersion in 
western capitalism.

The evolution of this hybrid political ideolo-
gy was reflected in the field of culture and art; the 
writer and future Nobel prize winner Ivo Andrić 
concluded that the Communist Party of Yugoslavia 
referred artists to the culture of the Soviets and 
the Peoples of the USSR and that a “durable and 
eternal link with the socialist culture of fraternal 
USSR” had been created. However, at the end 
of December 1949, the Association of Writers of 
Yugoslavia held its 2nd Conference, at which the 
impression could be gathered that creative work 
in line with intellectual dogmatism could now be 
abandoned. Three years later at the 3rd Confer-
ence, a speech was given2 that was widely con-
sidered to be a line drawn under the dogmatism 
of socialist realism; the “reflection theory” and 
socialist realism were both proclaimed worse and 
more backward than modern art.

The context of  
socialist Yugoslavia

In these same fifties, when there was a deviation 
from a strictly communist regime accompanied 
by shifts in all fields of culture and art, the state 
architectural design institutes were dissolved and 
a series of small design practices were set up, some 
of them even personalised with names, the role of 
the individual architect getting the opportunity to 

1.  Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia was a federation 
that consisted of six repu-
blics – Bosnia and Herzego-
vina, Croatia, Macedonia, 
Montenegro, Serbia,  
and Slovenia, and included 
two autonomous provinces 
within Serbia – Kosovo and 
Vojvodina.

2.  Spoken by the Croatian 
writer Miroslav Krleža.

3.  Alen Žunić, Boris Magaš. 
Misli o arhitekturi / Boris 
Magaš. Thoughts on Archi-
tecture. Zagreb: Croatian 
Academy of Arts and Scien-
ces, Faculty of Architecture 
Zagreb, UPI-2m Plus, 2018.

Formation of the  
individual personality

be more strongly expressed. For the first time in 
the big planning-cum-architectural interventions 
in the context of the socialist state, the names of 
the designers appeared, clearly distinguished. 
The best examples were the new parts of the big 
Yugoslav cities – Belgrade, Sarajevo and Zagreb. 
For example, from the 1960s, when Zagreb (capital 
of the SR of Croatia) had a population of 450,000, 
to the 80s, the city was deliberately taken over the 
Sava River, creating a formation known as New 
Zagreb, produced primarily as the aggregate of 
separately planned housing estates. Construction 
was fast and typing was unavoidable. But in 1961 
the architect Bogdan Budimirov got round this 
problem, devising the YU-60 and YU-61 modules 
for housing buildings. Still today, his name is 
reckoned among those architects and planners 
who devised parts of Zagreb as individuals, not as 
parts of the large, collective machinery.

Among the many new names, that of the 
Croatian architect Boris Magaš made its appear-
ance. Architecture historian Udo Kultermann 
in his 1985 book Zeitgenössische Architektur in 
Osteuropa was to devote him a whole chapter, 
considering him the most important architect in 
the Yugoslavia of that time. Magaš would prove 
himself a top-flight architect most of all on the 
Adriatic coast, building the circular civic Poljud 
Stadium in Split in 1979, and the still more cleanly 
designed Solaris hotel complexes near Šibenik 
(1967-68) and Haludovo in Malinska on Krk Is-
land (1969-72), in which he based his architecture 
on the fundamental Mondrianesque aesthetics of 
perpendicular and square forms, done on a vast 
urban scale3.  

As will as these major built works in Croa-
tia, Magaš was to have the chance to create two 
designs that put him in touch with Bosnia. He took 
part in a big competition for a theatre in Zenica 
(1961-62) where with his mentor, Vladimir Turina 
(one of the key professors of the Zagreb Architec-
ture Faculty), he entered an avant-garde approach 
of heroic modernism – with a large cantilevered 
avant-corps of the main volume of the building in 
the exterior and innovative ideas for flexible and 
moveable stands in the interior. But apart from the 
Zenica theatre, which remained on paper, in the 
same years Magaš worked on one of his master-
pieces of late modernism – the Museum of the 
Revolution in Sarajevo.
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During the 1960s, the art scene that surround-
ed Magaš in Croatia gained momentum. In 1961 
Zagreb had seen the founding of the international 
art movement, New Tendencies4. The movement 
was in a sense a continuation of what EXAT 515  
had started – the ambition to synthesize various 
visual disciplines. It developed into a transnation-
al movement that brought together avant-garde 
artists from Western and Eastern Europe and both 
Americas, notwithstanding all their ideological 
differences. However, this era was an unpropitious 
time for such work, when Tito himself was against 
this kind of visual idiom. He announced that 
“abstraction can be a decoration, good as a wall 
decoration in rooms, but one should not thereby 
negate realistic painting. Everything can be the 
way it was, but government money will no longer 
be spent on abstraction.”6

Notwithstanding Tito’s ideological demand 
for a retreat from abstraction in Socialist Art, 
Zagreb architects Boris Magaš, Edo Šmidihen and 
Radovan Horvat in Sarajevo produced a superla-
tive monument of avant-garde Cubist and pro-
to-Structuralist art in architecture. The museum 
of the revolution that was built in 1963 was the 
result of the first prize winning approach at a big 
Yugoslav competition (1958) is a play of abstrac-
tion and a clear compositional reflection of the 
very beginnings of a Cubist modernism of pure 
volumes, white walls, right angles and total ration-

Museum of the  
Revolution in Sarajevo

ality. Very simple in its appearance, it was devised 
in a flash, according to Magaš’s own words, when 
he sketched it on a piece of toilet paper, having 
nothing else available to him at the time.7

The building of the museum is located at 
the intersection of a square and an avenue, and 
is slightly elevated onto a platform accessible 
by stairs, splitting the museum off from the 
surrounding space. The exhibition rooms are 
in a large boxy volume, free of apertures on the 
facades, floating above the almost totally glazed 
ground floor where the working rooms and offices 
are housed. Although construction often remains 
only a secondary layer in the achievement of 
perfection of form, there the whole of the museum 
is built on a modular grid of 1,335 m, a perfectly 
ordered system that in its architecture symboli-
cally supported the ordering of the modern social 
system in Bosnia, which lasted as such until the 
war in 1992. It is interesting that the ultimately 
obtained ground plan, an almost perfect square, 
was actually an ur-form that Magaš was later to 
apply to most of his successful designs for hotels, 
built works in the 1960s and 1970s.

4.  The organizers of New 
Tendencies were the art 
critics Božo Bek (director of 
the gallery), Boris Kelemen 
(curator of the gallery), 
Matko Meštrović, Radoslav 
Putar and Dimitrije Bašičević 
Mangelos and the painters 
Ivan Picelj (member of EXAT 
51) and Almir Mavignier (a 
Brazilian-German artist). 
Tobias Hoffmann and Ras-
mus Kleine, ed., Katalog zur 
Ausstellung Die Neuen Ten-
denzen - Eine europäische 
Künstlerbewegung 1961-1973, 
Berlin: Edition Braus, 2006.

5.  EXAT 51 (abbreviation of 
Experimental Atelier) is the 
name of an artistic group 
from Zagreb that was at 
work from 1950 to 1956. 
Members of the group were 
the architects Bernardo 
Bernardi, Zdravko Bregovac, 
Zvonimir Radić, Božidar 
Rašica, Vjenceslav Richter, 
Vladimir Zarahović and the 
painters Vlado Kristl, Ivan 
Picelj and Aleksandar Srnec. 
Exat stood up for abstract 
art, contemporary visual 
communications and the 
synthesis of all disciplines 
of visual creativity. Ješa De-
negri, Želimir Koščević, ed., 
Exat 51: 1951-1956. Zagreb: 
Centar za kulturnu djelat-
nost Saveza socijalističke 
omladine, 1979.

6.  Quote from Josip Broz Tito, 
leader of the Socialist Fede-
ral Republic of Yugoslavia, 
about abstract art. Darko 
Bekić, Vojin Bakić ili kratka 
povijest kiposlavije [Vojin 
Bakić, or a Short History of 
Statueslavia]. Zagreb: Profil 
International, 2007, 140.

 7.  Alen Žunić, Our politics 
doesn’t have a clue about 
architecture (interview with 
Boris Magaš), Vijenac, vol. 
XXI (2013), 512: 3-4.

Model from the Museum of the 
Revolution, Boris Magaš
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Pureform  
as framework  
of transition

The building is, even with its current name, the 
best indicator for the great transformations and 
the path on which post-transitional society has set 
out – the former socialist states are deleting their 
memories and all traces of their former selves. 
Museums of the revolution, which existed in all 
the republic capitals in Yugoslavia, were structures 
dedicated to documents of the battle of Yugoslavia 
against Nazism during World War II – an ideolog-
ically charged theme that celebrated the victory of 
the system that had inherited from the previous 
political regime. But Magaš’s Museum of the Revo-
lution in Sarajevo, after the collapse of Yugoslavia, 
was assigned in ethnically complex Bosnia an ex-
tremely difficult task – housing a History Museum 
that would document the breakup of Yugoslavia 
and war between three ethnically distinct peoples 
(and three religions) in the state of the Bosniaks 
(dominantly Muslims), Croats (Catholics) and 
Serbs (Orthodox). How was it possible within a 
square pure form to place the new programme of 
a museum commemorating a still more complex 
battle, and still more important, and whose histo-
ry was to be depicted, from whose viewpoint was it 
to be told?

One of the interesting theoretical concepts 
that might serve at least at the outset for a descrip-
tion of this ideological and religious complexity 
of change of purpose is that of Bernard Tschumi 
who in the 1990s coined two interesting terms 
– crossprogramming8 and transprogramming.   
Here though a hybrid of them is proposed – the 
simultaneity of cross and trans, to describe the 
exceptional situation of Sarajevo – a structure that 
was designed as a home for the celebration of Yu-
goslavia, existing today as the only structure in the 
city (reprogrammed inside the same spatial con-
figuration) that directly presents its failure – the 
downfall and the casualties of war of the system. 
Inside the same pure, white, minimalist volume, 
devoid of any kind of emotions in the design, the 
traces (‘scars’) (documents and photographs) of 
some of the most violent and chaotic moments in 
the history of Sarajevo are made at home. This has 
in a way justified one of Tschumi’s main theses 
that “there is no architecture without violence” 
(naturally in a metaphorical sense). As a result of 
conflicts, innovations arise as part of the necessity 
gives this space (although there is no direct prod-
uct of destruction in the exterior) a considerably 
more interesting position for research.

The hybrid nature of this kind of complex 
modified programme reproduced through history 
within the same architectural construct – which 
has with equal success served various regimes and 

complex national structures – is also the founda-
tion of life in cities like Sarajevo. The cross pro-
gramming and combination of two programmes, 
irrespective of their compatibility, are the most 
tragic but also the most powerful tool for the 
future in places with unstable ideologies. Although 
the countries of (south)east Europe are often 
linked with the makeshift and slapdash, some of 
them with turbo-folk architecture and numerous 
non-aesthetic superstructures, Magaš’s museum 
is an indicator that a pure modernist (ur)form 
can survive and embody a complexity equal to or 
outdoing the cheap, kitschy architecture in which 
the Balkans on the whole abound.

The only question is - what is the next func-
tion that Magaš’s ur-form can expect, and will its 
abstractness be sufficient for it to withstand it. 
Or will this masterpiece of late modernism be ex-
posed to ruin and the balkanisation of its purity?

8. Crossprogramming means 
that a set spatial configura-
tion is used for a program 
for which it was not designed 
– using a church for bowling. 
Typological shift – a city hall 
in the spatial configuration 
of a jail or a museum, inside a 
parking structure. Transpro-
gramming is the combination 
of two programs, regardless 
of their incompatibilities, 
together with their respective 
spatial configurations [Ber-
nard Tschumi, Architecture 
and Disjunction. Cambridge, 
MA; London: MIT Press, 1996.] 

Plan from the Museum of the Revolution

Plan from the Museum of the Revolution

Plan from the Museum of the Revolution
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The Museum of the Revolution, 1963, 
Boris Magaš
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The Museum of the Revolution, 1963, 
Boris Magaš
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